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Why such a short duration in between newsletters? With the Thanksgiving 
Holiday at the end of the month, the schedule for November changes. And why 2 
images in the header by David Pruett? The images initiate the countdown for the 
December 2 opening exhibit at the Nicole Stott Gallery in the Mori Hosseini 
Student Union Building at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. Quite an 
achievement for the CCC. Unfortunately,these two were the only images in my 
diminishing newsletter header images file with an ERAU setting. On to the news.



RECAP-----October's meeting with Tim Telkamp's presentation on Tin Type 
Photography proved to be very interesting and quite informative about this distinct type of 
photography and printing. He expressed that there are only about 1000 photographers world 
wide that have mastered this art. Thank you Tim for an excellent presentation.

********************

                     PLEASE NOTE NOVEMBER'S MEETING DATE

The itinerary for the November 14th meeting will consist of the election of the 
board and some membership discussion from Ans. Cheryl Pannone will give a 
member presentation slideshow of her trip to Africa and Richard Rosenthal will be 
providing the snacks for the evening. There is a lot to cover as we draw near to the 
end of this calendar year. Hope to see y'all at this meeting.

********************

The Annual Holiday Party is set for Wednesday, December 11  at 5:30 pm. 
Details will be sent out in a future email. It is VERY IMPERATIVE that members 
SIGN UP WITH ANS the number in your party attending and what dish you are 
bringing. Last year some members ended up eating in the kitchen as there was not 
enough table room because some attending had not signed up. Please RSVP   all   
who plan to attend.

********************

A field trip is scheduled for Friday, November 15th. This field trip will be part of the 
Volusia Farm Tour. Ans will be sending out an email with details. This is just a FYI so you may 
reserve the date if you plan to attend.

*********************

As I mentioned in my introduction, December 2 is the date for the CCC's 
opening exhibit at the Nicole Stott Gallery in the Mori Hosseini Student Union Building 
at ERAU. It is to my understanding that 25 members have submitted entries for this 
exhibit. This exhibit is quite an accomplishment for the CCC and Ans has diligently 
worked to make this happen. Please visit this exhibit and support your fellow CCC 
members.



Congratulations Debbie LeCrone for winning ViewBug's the “Peoples Choice 
Award for Grasshoppers Photo Challenge.”

                                                                       Debbie LeCrone

*********************

Christmas Tree in the Casements Gallery—Adelet Kegley is working to place a 
CCC Christmas Tree (with decorations) in the Casements Gallery again this year. 
Unfortunately I do not have the specific details and dates at this time, but if anyone is 
interested in helping Adelet with the tree and decorations please email her for more 
information.
adelet_kegley@msn.com

********************

In Conclusion---Another “short & sweet” newsletter, but some very 
pertinent information. Y'all have a very Happy Thanksgiving and please take a 
moment and count all of your blessing. As a club we have made some major 
accomplishments this year. We live in a country that has given us so many 
freedoms; and as the rest of the country darns coats and sweaters we're still 
wearing shorts and flip flops.  HAPPY THANKSGIVING!!!!!!!!!

Until_____________________________________

Stan


